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Comedian/Parent, Adam Jacobs debuts new show ‘Daughter Talks’ at Newcastle Fringe
Festival 2020
Being a parent is the hardest job in the world especially the way Adam Jacobs does it. He is not gifted
with common sense and yet he strives to be the father his little daughter needs. To raise a child you
need a village... idiot? Adam will answer this question and give the kind of life advice you never knew
you didn’t need. Two shows only – Great Northern Hotel, Friday 20 March and Sunday 22 March,
6:00pm – 7:00pm, $20.
This family-friendly show (no swearing! 6pm start!) ‘Daughter Talks’ includes fresh material from Adam’s
newfound appreciation for sleep. Jacobs has a 19-month-old daughter, Aoife (ee-fa), and his life now
makes sense in the most disorganised way. “I love my little girl and I love stand-up comedy so a
Newcastle Fringe Festival show about parenthood is as natural as a midlife crisis,” says Adam.
‘Daughter Talks’ is a show for new parents, old parents, accidental parents, people with parents, parents
with parents and soon to be parents. It’s a clean, pre-dinner show. Safely bring your teenager and your
grandma, your toddler and your neighbour… and your neighbour’s neighbour. Early shows are a great
way to get the night started and Adam hopes to give you something to talk about over dinner.
Catch Adam Jacobs’s ‘Daughter Talks’ at Great Northern Hotel, Friday 20 March and Sunday 22 March,
6:00pm – 7:00pm, $20. Tickets through Newcastle Fringe www.newcastlefringe.com.au
-endshttp://www.newcastlefringe.com.au/daughter-talks-with-adam-jacobs/
For further media information contact: Adam Jacobs adam@thedotwot.com 0421 859 269
About Adam Jacobs
Adam Jacobs is a comedian, parent, talent booker and teacher with the kind of quirky hair that means
he is naturally funny. Warm and sweet, Adam is not unlike Sticky Date Pudding.

